AGRICULTURE

Agricultural Science for the Caribbean. Book 2
Persad – Nelson-Thornes – 0175-66395-8

ENGLISH A

English Matters Book 2 ISBN: 9780230023659

English Workshop: Second course
Holt, Rinehart and Winston – 978 0030971754

Oxford Pocket School Dictionary
Oxford University Press – 0198610298

ENGLISH B

More Tales from Shakespeare [play] by Charles and Mary Lamb 0-582-419344 Longman
Over Our Way [anthology] by Velma Pollard Jean D’Costa 9780582225800 Horizons
Sunsong 2 [poems] by Pamela Modecai and 0-582-08913-6 Longman

MATHEMATICS

Goldberg et al – Oxford – 978 0 199139187

SCIENCE

Dalgety, Draper et al – Heinemann – 0435-57589 2

SOCIAL STUDIES

Interactive Social Studies Book 2 (revised edition)
Ramsawak et al – CEP – 976 801463 6

FRENCH

Tricolore Total Book 2
Honnor et al – Nelson Thornes – 978 1 4985 0471 0

Tricolore Total 2 – Grammar in Action
Nelson Thornes – 978 0 7487 9951 0

SPANISH

Que Hay? Book 2
Bartley et al – Nelson Thornes – 978 0 7487 9879 7

FOOD & NUTRITION

Caribbean Home Economics in Action Book 2
Caribbean Association of Home Economists – Heinemann – 0435-98047-4

GEOGRAPHY

Introducing Caribbean Geography Book 2 – Places, resources and people
Morrissey, Barker – Oxford – 0198-33434-7

Atlas for Caribbean Examinations
Morrissey – Longman – 978 1405 849449